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All Radiotronics Radio Programming Software is supplied ready for installation on the latest Windows® operating systems. If you are running Windows 98/ME or Windows XP/2000 you will need to upgrade to a newer version of Windows. If you are running Windows XP you will be prompted to enter a product key upon installation. Please contact your system administrator
for help with upgrading. Most radios will have a stock- or programmable GPS fix check. Unfortunately, typical GPS satellites don't have sufficient power to transmit an acceptable signal to you and the GPS receiver. In the event of this, Radiotronics recommends that you use a secondary source of check, such as a remote de-skitter or an upgraded de-skitter. We recommend
that you also consider purchasing a more powerful GPS antenna from Radiotronics to increase signal reception. Radios with removable external antennas are limited to the number of transmitters allowed by the radio, and overall power output of the radio. To be specific, radios with external antennas limited to 15w, 28w, 29w or 48w VHF/UHF transmitters. Despite how
well your radio is communicating, there are still software issues which may be occurring. Often, these can be found by reviewing the connection logs, but in some cases, as with D-Star, tuning issues occur. When you pay a monthly fee for the use of the Radiotronics programming software, you will be billed directly for the software usage. Each months management fee is
calculated based on the total software usage per month. The software will be invoiced to the user from the first month of usage of the software. In the event that there are no usage fees, the invoice will be sent at the end of each month. The invoice will detail the software usage and any applicable fees. If there is no usage, then no fees will be invoiced. If you cancel your
membership before the end of each month, then no charge will be incurred for that month.
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a few things to consider are, when the radios have an external power supply, can you plug into any outlet for power. do you have an operating permit, where do you plan on parking the radio and how much power do you have?. if you need an initial programming, when is your next available appointment? does your dealer have a sales training program with hands-on
programming sessions? if you have a dealer that does, then you should contact them. you may have had a bad experience with another icom dealer. this is normal and will not affect you at all. with that said, if the only local icom dealer you call is unavailable, ask your phone company about getting an expert on their direct line. those are the calls that take the longest to

connect, so if you have a reasonable chance at the next available time, consider it. most icom dealers receive radios or accessories from a manufacturer. but, if you buy from our store, you can always expect that your radio or accessory will work immediately after it is shipped to us! however, sometimes, the radio doesn't work out of the box. this is normal. if you can
determine which radio you have, then you can ask us for the right programming software to ensure the radios are compatible. your icom dealer can help you and can provide a quality user experience for your radios. determining how much time it takes to program a radio is very important. if you have a particular date in mind, then you want to make sure you're ready to

go. ask your icom dealer for a time estimate for programming the radios and choose a time that is convenient for you. 5ec8ef588b
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